
Kitchen
TrackTitle Duration
Pyrex baking dish stacking with movement 00:19
Batter pouring into a pan with a sizzle and hiss, D50 00:07
Opening a king beer can, crispy, H4n 00:02
Opening a king beer can, slowly and carefully, H4n 00:03
Moulinex blender turning on and running soupy with a drizzle and turning off 00:07
Blender starting and running with many pulses 00:06
Swing-top beer bottle cap closing with a rattle 00:02
Swing-top beer bottle cap opening with a pop and burst and a swing arm rattle 00:02
Empty beer bottle removing from a case sloppily 00:03
Empty beer bottle replacing in a case 00:01
Empty beer bottle replacing in a case with a rattle 00:01
Six pack of beer bottles removing bottle 00:02
Six pack of beer bottles replacing bottle 00:02
Beer bottle toppling on linoleum rolling minutely 00:05
Bread maker mixing medium and fast speeds and turning off 00:40
Butter dropping in a pan with a sizzle 00:04
Can opener turning and emptying a can with an air release and lid falling in 00:25
Aluminum soda can opening quickly 00:03
Aluminum pop or soda can crumpling and flexing 00:03
Case or box of 24 beer bottles closing cardboard flaps clumsily 00:05
Case or box of 24 beer bottles down with a rattle, hard 00:03
Case or box of 24 beer bottles opening cardboard flaps 00:05
Cereal box lid opening 00:10
Cereal box plastic lining closing and opening quickly 00:12
Chopping a mushroom casually 00:07
Chopping an onion firmly x2 00:01
Chopping an onion slowly and softly x2 00:02
Chopping a pepper thoughtfully 00:17
Chopping a zucchini or courgette rubbery x3 00:02
Coffee beans pouring from a paper bag with a jiggle 00:05
Prosumer coffee grinder hopper lid off and on x2 00:08
Prosumer coffee grinder hopper lid off and pour beans and fill and turn on 00:07
Prosumer coffee grinder turning on and running then turning off 00:05
Prosumer coffee grinder turning on and running then turning off 00:14
Percolator coffee maker brewing and gurgling 00:33
Philips percolator coffee maker and inserting carafe 00:02
Philips percolator coffee maker and removing carafe roughly 00:02
Philips percolator coffee maker switching on 00:01
Small metal tea tin container inner lid off in a series 00:20
Plastic yogurt container grabbing and ripping lid off 00:02
Cooking a stir fry and adding ingredients 01:06
Cork from a Belgian beer popping succinctly 00:01
Cork popping 00:00
Cutlery and plate movement imitating eating 01:02
Dishwasher loading with variously movements 00:49
Dishwasher lower rack out and in x2 recklessly with dish movement 00:15
Dishwasher washing with a lull 03:18
Oven door opening and closing in a series 00:21
Cutlery drawer opening and closing hard while silverware jumps 00:18
Cutlery drawer searching constantly and rummaging silverware 00:15
Wooden raspy kitchen drawer opening and closing in a series 00:25
Throaty wooden drawer rolling close 00:02
Metal drink mixer shaking with ice cubes 00:03
Cardboard egg carton crushing abruptly 00:03
Styrofoam egg carton crushing with a crackle 00:04
Egg cracking slowly on a metal bowl 00:02
Egg opening and dropping yolk 00:02
Egg shell cracking bluntly on a metal bowl 00:01
Egg shell cracking subtly on a plate rim 00:01
Egg shell crushing gradually 00:03
Egg shell crushing in two stages 00:03
Egg shell fragments crushing and compressing 00:07
Egg shell fragments crushing and mashing 00:04
Egg shell opening and cracking using thumbs 00:01
Eggs mixture pour into pan with a gush then sizzle and fry 00:04
Eggs pour into pan and cook and whisk and fry 00:21
Kitchen fan turning on and running and turning off 00:38
Cooking chili with a boil and a burble, high and frantic 00:19
Cooking chili with a boil and a burble, stirring with a glorp and suck 00:33
Cooking eggs and sausage, frying, sizzing, and stirring while using pan and spatula 00:23
Cooking eggs and sausage, frying, sizzing, and stirring while using pan and spatula, then simmering00:29
Cooking sausage, frying, sizzing, adding sausages one by one 00:29
Cooking sausage, frying, sizzing, then pouring in eggs 00:26
Cooking sausage, frying, sizzing, and stirring roughly with a spatula 00:11
Cooking sausage, frying, sizzing steadily 00:29
Cooking sausage, frying, sizzing steadily in a loop 00:14
Cooking sausage, frying, sizzing and stirring 00:28
Cooking sausage, frying, sizzing and stirring with a spatula 00:47
Fridge door opening roughly with bottles on the door shaking and clinking 00:04
Fridge tone with constant compressor 01:05
Glass champagne flute hitting in a toast, cheers, watery 00:02
Glass drinking glass clinking 00:01
Water-filled highball glass hitting and calling to attention x2 00:03
Water-filled wine glass hitting and calling to attention x3 watery 00:03
Ice cube being removed from plastic tray with a dry raspy sound 00:01
Ice cubes dropping in a glass tumbler slowly 00:02
Ice cubes in a glass of water swirling around and rattling 00:06
Ice cubes jumping in an ice cube tray and rattling 00:01
Kettle setting down on a stove burner concisely in a series 00:19
Kitchen activity with burner, pan, rattling and peeling and whisking 00:20
Kitchen activity with housework and unpacking and storing groceries 02:25
Kitchen activity while whisking and mixing batter and stirring in a metal bowl, H4n 00:45
Kitchen activity with pan adjusting, cutlery and butter in a pan, then pouring batter, H4n 00:58
Kitchen activity with plate, cutlery, stove burner and pouring batter in a pan 00:48
Kitchen activity with searching the fridge and rustling bags and closing the door 00:15
Washing dishes with water running, rubbing, then placing in dish rack 01:10
Kitchen activity with water drain sounds and pepper grind and cutlery and pot movement00:25
Chef knife ringy sharpening with a rod sharpener quickly 00:07
Chef knife ringy sharpening with a rod sharpener slowly with broad strokes 00:10
Metal lid of a glass cookie jar coming off and on with vigor in a series 00:13
Lid of a pot of boiling water being removed and being replaced 00:04
Liquid filling a plastic water bottle from tap 00:13
Liquid pouring from a container juice fizzes from can into plastic container 00:08
Liquid pouring into a glass clearly 00:06
Liquid pouring into a wine glass elegantly 00:08
Microwave door shitting with a beep and running then turning off with beeps 00:10
Panasonic microwave keypad buttons pressing 00:11
Ceramic coffee mug down on a counter 00:01
Ceramic coffee mug picking up from counter briskly in the distance 00:00
Ceramic coffee mug sliding on counter 00:02
Hot oil bursting and sizzling with an angry crackle 00:09
Oil sizzling in a frying pan surging with pops 00:05
Oven rack removing 00:02
Jiffy pop popcorn can shaking on a burner slowly and swirling 00:12
Paper towel roll tearing sheet slowly 00:02
Paper towel tearing and ripping 00:01
Paper towel tearing and ripping concisely 00:02
Paper towel tearing and ripping long 00:01
Paper towel tearing and wiping with a broad tear 00:10
Paper towel wiping and tearing and collecting glass bits 00:30
Paper towel wiping and then tearing and wiping again 00:16
Pepper grinder twisting back and forth briskly 00:04
Plates and dishes shuffling gently 1 00:10
Roaster pot dropping on arborite 00:03
Scouring a pot with a plastic pad harshly and vigorously 00:07
Pot washing under a faucet tap 00:25
Pots shuffling with lid movement 00:04
Small 6-cup rice cooker cooking and boiling with pops and valve sputtering and spitting 02:19
Small 6-cup rice cooker lid removing and rice sizzling 00:01
Small 6-cup rice cooker lid replacing briskly 00:01
Small 6-cup rice cooker, narrow perspective, lever popping, cooking complete 00:01
Wooden rolling pin rolling dough quickly 00:14
Salad spinner working quickly and then releasing 00:08
Seltzer maker charging 00:03
Seltzer maker releasing, short 00:01
Soda pop pouring into a glass quickly with a drizzle 00:06
Spray bottle pumping quickly with a ronk sound 00:03
Spray bottle pumping and misty in a series 1 00:07
Stirring tea with a spoon in a ceramic mug eagerly 00:06
Electric stove dial turning on decisively 00:00
Gas stove sparking and igniting flame with pumping 00:22
Gas range stove sparking and clicking many times then igniting with fire and flame 00:27
Tin foil or aluminum foil crinkling and crumpling and crushing and wadding up 00:04
Tin foil or aluminum foil sheet ripping from roll 00:03
Toaster oven door closing 00:02
Toaster oven door opening 00:02
Two slice toaster down 00:01
Two slice toaster releasing and popping up 00:02
Foot lever trash can opening recklessly 00:02
Kitchen utensils rummaging in a drawer and placing on counter 00:05
Water boiling in a kettle with a shriek and gasp 00:18
Water boiling in a pot with the lid off 2 00:33
Water draining with a gurgle and throaty burble 00:04
Tap in a kitchen running and filling a coffee carafe 00:05
Whisk beating an egg in a metal bowl quickly 00:07
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